Absentee Voting In PCA Congregational Meetings
Whenever the BCO speaks of method of voting, it speaks of “voters being convened”, “all
the voters present” (BCO 20-4), “a majority vote of those present” (BCO 24-3).
BCO 25-1 affirms that only communicant members may vote in a congregational meeting.
Explicit rules are given precedence over general rules. “A general statement or rule is always
of less authority than a specific rule or statement, and yields to it,” RONR (11th ed.). p 589, ll 1718. So BCO 25-1 (a general rule) is understood in light of 20-4 and 24-3 (specific rules).
Therefore, absentee ballots are not allowed in congregational meetings.
No proxy votes are allowed, “an individual’s right to vote may not be transferred to another
person (for example, by the use of proxies), RONR (11th ed.). p. 407, ll 8-10.
“It is a fundamental principle of parliamentary law that the right to vote is limited to
members of an organization who are actually present at the time the vote is taken in a regular or
properly called meeting, although it should be noted that a person need not be present when the
question is put” RONR (11th ed.). p. 423. ll. 17-22.
Local bylaws may not contradict the Book of Church Order. Therefore, a local church could
not have a bylaw to allow absentee balloting.

The Office of the Stated Clerk may give advice and counsel regarding constitutional and procedural
matters. Interpretations of The Book of Church Order, The Westminster Standards, “The Rules of
Assembly Operation,” “The Operating Manual of the Standing Judicial Commission,” and/or Robert’s
Rules of Order by the Stated Clerk of the General Assembly of the PCA or staff members of the Office of
the Stated Clerk are for information only, however, and are not authoritative rulings that may only be
made by the courts of the Church. Responses to inquiries are based on information supplied by the
inquirer, which may not necessarily be comprehensive. The Office of the Stated Clerk does not represent
parties in ecclesiastical judicial cases and may not prepare judicial cases for parties. Parties to potential
cases or cases in process are responsible for their own constitutional and procedural knowledge and
understanding. The Office of the Stated Clerk does not give legal advice. When legal advice is needed,
professional legal counsel should be secured from one familiar with applicable laws and regulations.

